
Selfie, you build an image perceptible to own. 



You keep your image with others’ faces 
those enter there.  



A group of actors takes center stage, being comfort in acting form. 



Like others, for you, in rotation, mind’s eye rides on eyes’ delight. 
 



Phone-monitor, your fairy finger relives picture of the acting jerk. 



 

You have captured the picture view beneath the array of flying lights,  



For the moment your vision averts photo’s eyes, directed miles away. 



You are so mused in compiling elegant scene, refined reactions.  



Smile is corridor of capturing love, 



Photo-shoot, tap picture button on 
phone and explore the decency.  



You take a picture from live presentation, image of love.  
,  



All are blown to take pictures of an event to 
stare at its luminous presence.  

.  



She feels urge to capture a favorite object, to reveal its mirror-expanses.  



Good choice, everyone visible with tides of their smiles.  



Hearing voice of a disciple, the professor 
welcomes the gem.  



Holding the snap with care, she sets eyes 
responsive to audience. 



Lifted up, trying to build better, her eyes 
bring back pictures to life, 



No matter even if mountain comes, to 
snap a picture is matter of creativity, 



Golden bracelets, engagement ring, earring join with eyes to take a shot. 



Expert’s impression to have a beautiful picture, no profit claimed. 



She is too eager for a picture of her be-
loved one on dais, 



All to bear beautiful construction while taking photos of main stream, 
, 



Dais is for peace, she takes a photo of a warrior for peace. 



Sublime is its sign of his feeling for a picture of a domain speaker.  



Mobile phone photography is a window, 
beautiful hand makes it wonderful. 



Selfie, you build an image perceptible to own.  
You keep your image with others’ faces those enter there.  
A group of actors takes center stage, being comfort in acting form. 
Like others, for you, in rotation, mind’s eye rides on eyes’ delight. 
 
Phone-monitor, your fairy finger relives picture of the acting jerk, 
You have captured the picture view beneath the array of flying lights,  
For the moment your vision averts photo’s eyes, directed miles away. 
You are so mused in compiling elegant scene, refined reactions.  
 
Smile is corridor of capturing love, 
Photo-shoot, tap picture button on phone and explore the decency.  
You take a picture from live presentation, image of love.  
All are blown to take pictures of an event to stare at its luminous presence.  
 
She feels urge to capture a favorite object, to reveal its mirror-expanses.  
Good choice, everyone visible with tides of their smiles.  
Hearing voice of a disciple, the professor welcomes the gem.  
Holding the snap with care, she sets eyes responsive to audience. 
 
Lifted up, trying to build better, her eyes bring back pictures to life, 
No matter even if mountain comes, to snap a picture is matter of creativity, 
Golden bracelets, engagement ring, earring join with eyes to take a shot, 
Expert’s impression to have a beautiful picture, no profit claimed. 
 
She is too eager for a picture of her beloved one on dais, 
All to bear beautiful construction while taking photos of main stream, 
Dais is for peace, she takes a photo of a warrior for peace. 
Sublime is its sign of his feeling for a picture of a domain speaker. . 
  
Mobile phone photography is a window, beautiful hand makes it wonderful. 
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Note: International Poetry Fest 2018. Guntur, AP, India, is encouraging point of  

writing  of this poem. 
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